Abstract: We study supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibers with various distances between the two zero dispersion wavelengths. Controllable generation of a red-shifted, nearly Gaussian shaped spectrum with a 3-dB bandwidth of 200 nm is found.
the supercontinuum as a result of self-phase modulation (SPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM). Genty et al. [2] investigated supercontinuum generation in PCFs with a spacing of more than 700 nm between the two ZDWs and found the most important mechanisms to be amplification of dispersive waves and soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) . In this work, we numerically examine supercontinuum generation in 5 different PCFs where the separation between the two ZDWs is between 165 nm and 700 nm. By modifying the pitch A and hole size d of a triangular hole structure (see figure l(a)) the lower ZDW remains constant at -780 nm, while the higher ZDW varies between 950 nm and 1650 nm. The dispersion profiles of the fiber with A = 1.0 jm and the fiber with A = 1.4 jm are similar to the dispersion profile of the fiber examined by Hilligs0e et al. [1] and Genty et al. [2] , respectively.
To focus this investigation on the influence of the higher ZDW, we have used the same input pulse parameters for all simulations: the pump wavelength is A0 = 804 nm, the FWHM is TFWHM = 13 fs, and the peak power is Po = 15 kW. Hilligs0e et al. [1] used a fiber length of 5 cm. Genty et al. [2] used a fiber length up to 1.5 m, but found that the continuum generation was complete after 50 cm of propagation. We have simulated propagation up to a length of 60 cm, but here focus on the initial first 6 mm.
The pulse propagation is simulated using the split-step Fourier method to solve the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation [3] . The model accounts for self-phase modulation, FWM, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and self-steepening. We simplity the investigation by assuming a polarization maintaining fiber pumped along one polarization axis, thus omitting cross-phase modulation. Our model includes the wavelength dependence of the effective core area Aeff(A) [4] . Aeff(A A0) varies between 1.38 Fm and 1.97 Aim for the fibers with At 1.0 Fim and A =1.4 j.Lm, respectively. Losses are neglected in this work, but can be included in the model. The temporal resolution is /Xt =1.4 fs, the step length is /\z =30 nm, and 2'4 points are used unless otherwise specified. For all simulations presented in this work the photon number was conserved within 0.012%. shift from the pump in the FWM process, and /3n is the n'th order dispersion at A0 [3] . The FWM energy transfer from the pump is most efficient for K 0, but the process has gain, given by g = (7P0)2 -(,72)2, as long as 1K! < 2'}P0 [3] . Hilligs0e et al. found that SPM broadens the spectrum at the beginning of the fiber, followed by FWM when the peak power has dropped sufficiently to allow phase matching. The FWM transfers power out of the anomalous dispersion region [1] . For the fibers with A =1.1 -.1.4 F.m we expect from figure 1(b) that FWM initially transfers pump energy to the first Stokes (1000-1150 nm) and anti-Stokes wavelengths (600-650 nm). processes require phase matching between a pump and the blue-shifted wave, but FWM implies that a Stokes component is built up simultaneously. A red-shifted component is indeed seen for both fibers, which could be attributed to FWM and Raman scattering of the pump. However, we also performed simulations with all the dispersion terms set to zero, thus removing the possibility for FWM (g = 0 for all A) and amplification of dispersive waves. A red-shift of the pump similar to the one seen in figure 2 was observed in the resulting spectra, without any significant power around 600 nm. This strongly indicates that the red-shift of the pump is mainly due to soliton self-frequency shift, i.e. Raman scattering. Figure 3 compares the calculated spectra for each fiber after 6 mm of propagation. It is seen that even for such a short propagation length, the resulting spectra are quite different. For all of the fibers SRS and amplification of dispersive waves has transferred most of the power from the pump to two distinct peaks, one lower and one higher in wavelength than the input spectrum. It is noteworthy that for the A = 1.0 pm fiber the red-shifted peak centered at 1I pm is nearly Gaussian in shape and has a 3 dB bandwidth of -200
nm.
In our contribution we examine the continued propagation along the fibers and how the higher ZDW can be used to control the spectral location of the red-shifted peak, and the width and shape of the whole spectrum at the fiber output.
